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Connecticut holds a lot of common misconceptions about cigars. "I thought you smoked cigars," he said. "I've tried
them," I answered, "and they're not for me." Pressed for details, he let loose with a string of questions. "Are they
legal? What's in them? What are they made of?" As I explained, he became increasingly agitated and raised his
voice. "I don't need to be lectured by some cigar lawyer! You're being unprofessional," he snapped. I tried to be

patient. I gave a few basic points of information, and I explained why I thought they would work better for him than
he expected. His blood pressure shot up and he stormed out. In fact, it might be hard to find a store that sells

"regular" cigars, or inexpensive cigars in a box of 20. The world of cigars is much bigger than people realize. You
can order old Connecticut brands at Ivar's, but most stores don't carry a lot of them. The key to my store is to carry

the world's great cigars. Ask me for my catalog: (860) 365-7272. If you don't have a store, call me direct: (860)
365-7272. Don't expect a lot for a box of 20 premium cigars. You'll need to spend about $20, and you'll pay more at
the counter than you will for a box of king-size Lucky Strikes. But what you're buying is more than a bag of tobacco.

You're buying a tale of a good time. You're buying a story you can think about. You're paying a lot for pleasure.
Here are some basics: Tobacco Puros Indios (grown in Honduras) is considered to be the finest cigar of all time.

There's a reason for that: These cigars are double-wrapped, with a dark, brownish wrapper and a colorless, flavorless
filler. They're airtight and have a flavor that ranges from mild to intense. That mildness is what the cigar industry

calls "no intensity." As the wrapper tightens around the filler, it sucks out the humidity. If you 1cb139a0ed
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